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A novel method derived from the source-model technique is presented to solve the problem of scattering of an
electromagnetic plane wave by a two-dimensional photonic crystal slab that contains an arbitrary defect (perturbation). In this method, the electromagnetic fields in the perturbed problem are expressed in terms of the
field due to the periodic currents obtained from a solution of the corresponding unperturbed problem plus the
field due to yet-to-be-determined correction current sources placed in the vicinity of the perturbation. Appropriate error measures are suggested, and a few representative structures are presented and analyzed to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed method and to provide physical insight into waveguiding and defect
coupling mechanisms typical of finite-thickness photonic crystal slabs. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 000.4430, 250.5300, 050.1950, 130.2790, 230.5750.

1. INTRODUCTION
Photonic bandgap crystals have been the subject of considerable interest in recent years. The extensive research in this field is due mainly to a special property that
those periodic structures exhibit: a photonic bandgap.1,2
A photonic bandgap is a frequency range for which electromagnetic waves will not propagate inside the crystal in
any direction. The existence of a bandgap can make possible complete control of electromagnetic wave propagation by introducing into those materials perturbations
that are designed to produce devices such as waveguides,
cavities, and couplers.3–5
The design of novel photonic crystal devices relies on
the development of new analytical and numerical techniques for efficient modeling of electromagnetic scattering
by photonic bandgap crystals.6–9 To this end, in this paper we present a novel method for solving twodimensional problems of electromagnetic plane-wave
scattering by photonic crystal slabs that contain arbitrary
perturbations. In this method, just as in the sourcemodel technique,10 the space is divided into regions of
constant permittivity and permeability, and the scattered
fields in each of those regions are simulated by fictitious
filamentary current sources that lie outside that region.
The unknown amplitudes of the fictitious current sources
are expressed in terms of the solution of the problem of
scattering by an unperturbed periodic slab, plus yet-to-be
determined fictitious correction current sources placed in
the vicinity of the perturbation. The number of yet-to-bedetermined localized fictitious correction current sources
naturally depends on the perturbation range of influence,
defined as the range in which the scattered fields of the
perturbed slab differ to a noticeable degree from the scattered fields of the unperturbed slab. The perturbation
range of influence is frequency dependent and is expected
to be limited in extent for frequencies within the bandgap
of the unperturbed photonic crystal because of the fast decay of fields inside the crystal at those frequencies; this is
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why the analysis of devices operating in frequencies
within the bandgap is expected to be numerically efficient.
The solution of the locally perturbed photonic crystal,
which is otherwise infinitely periodic, enables one to
study the effect of the perturbation in isolation from edge
effects that may exist when the slab is finite in both dimensions. The suggested method reduces the solution of
the infinite scattering problem to a consideration of a finite region, of size comparable to the perturbation range
of influence, extending symmetrically about the perturbation. The method is particularly effective when the frequencies under consideration are within the bandgap of
the unperturbed photonic crystal and the perturbation is
localized and relatively weak, since in this case the perturbation range of influence will be rather small. Some
approaches to the solution of locally perturbed photonic
crystals use either a slab of finite, yet large enough, width
to isolate the effect of the edges from that of the perturbation or a tapered excitation of finite, yet large enough,
extent to isolate the effect of the tapering from that of the
perturbation. However, both of these approaches require
consideration of a region that is larger, and could be much
larger, than the perturbation range of influence. Other
solution methods that, like our method, permit consideration of a region comparable in size to the perturbation
range of influence have treated scattering by a new periodic structure made of a periodic extension of that region.
However, in such solutions the unit cell of the periodic extension is many times the size of the original unit cell of
the photonic crystal. Hence such solutions would entail
heavier computations owing to the considerably slower
convergence of the Floquet-mode series representation of
the electromagnetic fields.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the problem and the proposed method of solution.
Numerical error considerations are discussed in Section
3. Results that demonstrate the features of this method
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